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Majnun Zanjabil

Majnun Zanjabil is a character played by a deleted user, currently serving in the Star Army of Yamatai
onboard YSS Battle Of Yamatai.

Majnun Zanjabil

Date of Birth: YE 23
Species Iromakuanhe
Culture Cohronl
Gender Female
Height 180 cm
Weight 64kg

Faction
 Yamatai Star Empire

Organization Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation Star Army Clerk

Rank Santô Hei
Current Placement YSS Battle Of Yamatai

Physical Description

Majnun is an average female Iromakuanhe, she has a height of 180cm and weighs 64kg. She has green
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eyes and waist length, wavy black hair and polished black horns. Her body type is lean with athletic
musculature. Occasionally she can be known to use volumetrics to give the appearance of human-like
ears in addition or in replacement of her horns.

Specifications
Height: 180cm
Mass: 64kg

Measurements: B32-W20-H30
Bra Size: C

Build and Skin Color: Lean, Chalk White
Eye Color: Green
Hair Color: Black

Personality

Majnun is an adventurous fun loving woman who is always on the lookout for more journeys to partake
in. She is very social and outgoing making friends almost anywhere she goes. Generally she is very
carefree, open-minded, and very cheeerful. There is not much that will get her mood down, even the
most negative person or situation will not sway her from making things positive. When it comes to
combat situations she is calm and level headed while also boosting team morale with lighthearted jokes
at the perfect time. When appropriate her behavior is innocently as spicy as her preferred hot sauce.

History

Majnun Zanjabil was born on one of the numerous orbital colonies in Iromakuanhe space to Ahmad and
Maryam. Early on her parents decided that due to available space in their living area that she would be
their only child. Most of her early childhood was spent wandering with her parents exploring the endless
space around them. Her parents were very mild mannered, taking to care and upkeep of whatever colony
they resided on when not actively exploring.

This simply did not suit Majnun who sought more thrill seeking ventures filled with combat. In her early
teen years she sought to learn as many fighting skills that she could get her hands on. Quickly she
became quite proficient at hand to hand combat, with her parents trying to guide her from going to far to
fast. Although her bubbly personality would not keep her away from more explosive instruments for
much longer as they would find out. As often as she could she would go out with her parents exploring
amongst the wilderness.

Though as her teen years progressed she became increasingly curious as to what lay beyond
Iromakuanhe space. She heard tales of a place called Yamatai that not many of her people had ventured
to. This piqued her interest causing her plot her immigration in the interest of exploring this vast place
she knew nothing about. This led her to intensely study all available material on the language known as
Yamataigo. For the first few days she remained somewhat hidden so as not to cause undue attention
from others. However, that ended rather swiftly upon her arrival to the YE 45 Hanami Festival.1)
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At the Hanami Festival she initially lingered outside of the crowd by the YSS Eucharis. After a short time
she approached, quickly befriending Mikodimus Liber Belmont. They hit it off rather quickly over their
shared affection of all things food and spice. He even traded outfits with her before holding hand to make
their way towards new friends.

Later that same year she would attend the Summer Beach Party hosted in Yumiuki, Yamatai. There she
would befriend a Caelisolan named Nuriel. Once they both got talking Nuriel convinced her that if
adventure was something she loved, the Star Army of Yamatai would be a perfect place for her to find a
home. Shortly after this conversation the Iromakuanhe enlisted in the Star Army, finding an unexpected
fit as a Star Army Clerk. Shortly after graduation she received orders to the YSS Resurgence, she eagerly
looked forward to meeting fellow crew and sharing her love of hot sauce with them.

Plot and Threads

Plots

Majnun is or has been involved in the following plots:

Resurgence Of Yamatai - PAST

Threads

Majnun is involved in the following:

[YAMATAI]] Hanami Festival & BBQ Cookout of YE 45 Open RP - PAST.2)

Summer Beach Party, YE 45. 3) - PAST
Resurgence of Yamatai - Mission 10: Lost Souls - PAST.4)

YSS Resurgence Crew Order Threads - PAST

Skills Learned

Majnun has learned many skills:

Communication - Majnun can communicate fluently in Saalsari, Haidasari and Yamataigo (邪馬台
語).
Fighting - Majnun is proficient in hand-to-hand combat methods, hand held weapons, and
explosives. She seeks to learn new techniques and is curious about joining Star Army of Yamatai
like her friend Mikodimus Liber Belmont.
Technology - Majnun is excellent at utilizing standard communication technology found within the
Iromakuanhe Astral Commonwealth.
Exploration - Majnun is a strategic explorer, planning her adventures carefully. Though she
welcomes a good unexpected venture if it involves the use of her fighting skills.
Cooking - Majnun loves cooking dishes common amongst the Iromakuanhe, though she has a
penchant for all things involving high-level heat.
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Star Army Common Skills
Star Army Occupational Skills

Social Connections

People Majnun is connected to:

Ahmad Zanjabil- Father.
Maryam Zanjabil - Mother.
Mikodimus Liber Belmont - Cheeky Chef Friend, Bringer of Hot Sauces.
Nuriel - adopted shy friend.
Julix - YSS Resurgence Chef.
Asakura Yuri - YSS Resurgence Crewmate & new friend.
Dr. Poppy Pink - YSS Resurgence Crewmate, aka Dr. Poppy.

Inventory

Majnun Zanjabil's inventory.

Civilian Clothing of Various Types
Star Army Standard Issue Items
Rectal Infuriator Hot Sauce

Finances

9,000 KS

OOC Notes

a deleted user made this article.

Main art made by a deleted user with Midjourney.
Approved by Wes 2023/05/29.5)

In the case nakshatra becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
For exceptions please see Nashatra (GingerGlitch) Will

Character Data
Character Name Majnun Zanjabil
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Character Data
Character Owner Nakshatra
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Battle Of Yamatai
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Harm Limit injury or death
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Clerk
SAOY Assignment YSS Battle Of Yamatai
SAOY Entry Year YE 45
SAOY Entry Month 6
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 8
Orders Orders
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